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ABSTRACT
PRESENTING JAMAICAN FOLK SONGS ON THE ART MUSIC STAGE: SOCIAL
HISTORY AND ARTISTIC DECISIONS
by Byron Gordon Johnson
December 2010
Jamaican folk songs have become a definitive characteristic of Jamaican culture.
They are exemplars of a culture whose music reflects the lifestyle of most of its citizens.
In modern times, their beauty has been show cased in local and foreign performances
which exposes an element of the country to the world. Additionally, the arrangements of
these songs by Jamaican composers like Noel Dexter and Peter Ashbourne have aided in
their renaissance in modern times. This also attests to their high entertaining quality
which most audiences have come to appreciate. To this end, this research analyzed the
arrangements by Noel Dexter and Peter Ashbourne.
However, in colonial times, the songs’ function and purpose were two-fold. First,
they were used as a mode of communication between slaves and their masters, as well as
among the slaves themselves. Secondly, they were used to enhance religious aspects of
worship and praise. Additionally, the colonial system created a stratified society in which
the white masters were superior to the enslaved Africans. This permeated every aspect of
the colonial society and was especially noticeable in the disparity in social conditions
between the whites and the slaves. Colonialism also enabled the imposition of European
culture on society. Overtime, the slaves perceived that the European culture was better
than theirs, and they fashioned their social habits after their masters’. The resultant was
their viewing their African ancestry with shame and overtime abandoning its traditions.
ii

This research explored the transition of Jamaican folk songs from the slave fields
to the art music stage. In so doing, it investigated colonialism and slavery as factors that
influenced these songs’ usage in communication, entertainment, and worship. It also
explored independence as a catalyst in the creation of a new identity for Jamaicans and,
in so doing, investigated the cultural policies of successive Jamaican governments
coupled with the concerted efforts of the artisan class, especially musicians in producing
Jamaican artifacts that are representative of the people. To this end, the research provided
detailed analyses on the music of Noel Dexter and Peter Ashbourne as well as
biographical profiles.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Jamaica is one of the few countries whose government and citizens have, with
some success, negated the belief that the European metropole was the epicenter of high
culture and, in so doing, has removed the notion that it was superior to cultures from
Africa and the Caribbean region. This is a major accomplishment when one considers
Jamaica‟s colonial past. For over three centuries Jamaica was a colony of Britain, then
the largest global economic power. The main purpose of a colonial economy was to
provide goods and services to the metropolitan power. Slavery, a natural extension of that
system was implemented in the colonies to enable the effective running of this economic
model. Unfortunately it came with costly social repercussions. Three hundred years of
subjugation by the British masters made the African slaves and their descendants assume
that the British culture was superior. Additionally, there were social disparities between
the lifestyles of the Europeans vis-à-vis that of the Africans. The British lived a lifestyle
of civility. They had decent places of residence, entertainment centers, and other social
amenities befitting a civilized society. The slaves in contrast lived in abject poverty, in
pallid squalor and were denied the basic amenities that were considered a standard for
civilized living. According to Olive Lewin, “Jamaica was a British colony for over three
hundred years until independence was achieved in 1962. This fact has not only affected
Jamaica‟s history and culture but it has also had sociological, psychological and
educational effects, some of them negative. Cultural manifestations such as language,
religion, methods of socialization and the creative arts have been greatly influenced, as
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the ideas and values of Britain were imposed through both formal and informal
education. One negative result of this has been the development of a belief in the
superiority of cultural expressions of other societies, particularly those of the former
colonizers, and the inferiority of the indigenous traditions.”1
When Jamaica gained independence from Great Britain on August 6, 1962, it was
a culmination of a nationalistic effort that began in the 1940s. By 1962, Jamaicans
became more aggressive about addressing their own needs and re-creating a new national
identity. Their perception of what constituted a civil lifestyle had started to evolve.
Nationalism, in the young nation state continued to grow, especially during the 1970s
where this movement was arguably at its zenith. There was a willingness to address the
educational curricula that initially focused on Europe. The British export model that was
instituted in the colonies was considered impractical as it focused on the learning of
European cultures and institutions and very little on Jamaica and the Caribbean region.
Jamaica, since 1962, underwent a significant transition from a colonial to a post-colonial
paradigm which can be seen in the lifestyle of the citizens. This change was apparent in
music where, prior to independence, most Jamaicans saw European music as worthy of
scholarship and relegated folk music at the base of the totem pole. Since the 1970s, a
multi-cultural approach towards incorporating various forms and styles of music and
challenging the prominence of European music has occurred.
This dissertation provides historical and social perspectives on the evolution and
transition of folk songs from their origin in the cane fields to a more formal concert
1

Olive Lewin, Rock It Come Over: The Folk Music of Jamaica (Kingston: University of the West
Indies Press, 2000), 35.
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setting. Social and musical factors that have contributed to their burgeoning success and
longevity since independence are discussed. These factors include the cultural policy
implemented and maintained by successive Jamaican governments and the willingness of
musicians to arrange these songs for a specific audience, along with the willingness of
classically trained Jamaican singers to program them in recitals. The latter is especially
important as it enables the exposure of these songs to foreign audiences. The folk
arrangements and compositions of Messrs. Dexter and Peter Ashbourne will be analyzed
in terms of their treatment of prosody, rhythmic variations and syncopations, use of
harmonies, and the piano‟s role as the primary accompanying instrument.
Most of the scholarship related to these songs has focused on choral
arrangements, rather than their manifestations as art songs for the concert stage. Pamela
O‟Gorman‟s essay “From Field to Platform: Jamaican Folk Music in Concert” is the sole
exception in this regard. This research provides information on aspects of Jamaican
music that is considered symbols of patriotism and nationhood. Most noticeable are the
use of patois, African-oriented religions, and the mento rhythm. Patois is a creolized
language that is an amalgamation of European and African languages. In colonial times,
its primary function was to provide a communiqué between master and slave and among
the slaves themselves. However after the cessation of slavery, patois was viewed
pejoratively and considered a sign of illiteracy if used in formal situations. Africanoriented religions like Myal, Pukkumina, Kumina and Revival were incorporated in the
Christian religion which was indoctrinated in the slaves by their masters. Folk songs were
used in worship both in the African rituals and eventually in Christian churches. The folk
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arrangements by Mr. Dexter are religious in nature. The mento style originated in
Jamaica and is used in song, dance, and instrumental music. Music composed in the
mento style is relatively slow, uses a quadruple time, and has a syncopated rhythmic
pattern where the fourth beat is always accented. The folk songs that were used as work
songs were normally in mento form.
Chapter II discusses slavery and colonialism as key factors which facilitated the
slaves perceiving the European culture as superior to the various cultures from Africa.
This resulted in them viewing themselves and their African ancestry negatively and
instead, showing a penchant for the Eurocentric ideal. The writings of Sherlock and
Bennet, and Ivy Baxter attest to this.2
Additionally, the creolization process which enabled the creation of a new
language to facilitate communication between master and slave and also between slave
and slave is discussed. Patois, the resultant hybrid of European and African languages, is
used in Jamaican folk songs. Here, we will also focus on the functions of folk songs
during slavery times as a multi-purpose vehicle for communication, for assisting the
slaves as they worked in the fields, as well as for entertainment and worship.
Chapter III focuses on the perceptual changes of Jamaicans towards their ancestry
that resulted from nationalism and independence. Both these factors as vehicles for
cultural development as well as the creation of a new national identity will be discussed.
The government‟s role especially during the 1970s in creating cultural institutions - the
Jamaican Schools of Art, Music, Dance and Drama - designed towards the preservation
2

Ivy Baxter, The Arts of an Island (New Jersey: Scarecrow Tree Press, 1970), 65; Philip Sherlock
and Hazel Bennett, The Story of the Jamaican People (Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 1988), 11.
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of the Jamaican culture is discussed. The establishment of the Folk Research Unit in 1962
is essential to the discussion. Of import are the essays by two former Jamaican Prime
Ministers; Edward Seaga and Michael Manely. Mr. Seaga outlines the Folk Music
Research Unit‟s importance to the preservation of folk music in Jamaica, while the books
written by Michael Manley addressed the institution building process that was
specifically geared towards cultural development. Additionally, the efforts of the artisan
class who had a desire to incorporate their African heritage in their artwork and, in the
case of musicians, showcasing them on stage are discussed. These social changes
facilitated the transitioning of folk music from the fields to the concert stage. This chapter
addresses this transition.
The biographical profiles on Noel Dexter and Peter Ashbourne are found in
Chapter IV. Their upbringing and significant milestones which have influenced their
musical careers are highlighted. Their folk compositions are a testimony that this idiom
has successfully transitioned from the field to the concert stage.
Chapters V and VI are analyses of the songs by the aforementioned composers.
These chapters provide a detailed analysis of their use of prosody, traditional western
tonalities and twentieth century harmonies, and syncopated rhythmic patterns that show
an interesting amalgamation between the folk and classical idioms. Also, the piano‟s role
and its juxtaposition between interpretive partner and as an accompanying instrument are
explored.

6

CHAPTER II
FOLK MUSIC IN COLONIAL JAMAICA
Although Jamaica has entered its forty-seventh year as an independent nation,
much of its socio-political structure such as its political and educational system and
banking practices and mercantile laws, are borne out of the four centuries of European
colonialism. Colonialism occurred in two segments, first by Spain (1494–1655) and then
by the British (1655–1962), the latter having the greatest impact on modern Jamaica. This
chapter will consider the strong correlation between colonialism and slavery and its
influence on the negative perceptions of Afro-Jamaicans towards their ancestry especially
as it pertains to Jamaican folk songs.
By the time Britain claimed Jamaica from Spain, slavery had been a long-standing
practice on the island. The native Tainos, who were initially enslaved by the Spaniards,
had become extinct as a result of the brutal acts of the conquistadors and the European
diseases that accompanied the Spanish slave ships. Slavery continued under British rule
until its emancipation in 1834; however, full emancipation did not occur until 1838 with
the cessation of the apprenticeship system.3 This system was established between 1834
and 1838 throughout the colonies that forced freed slaves to work as apprentices on their
former masters‟ estates and receiving a minimal wage for their labor. British dominion in
Jamaica took place in two stages. First was the plantation system that was the process of
apportioning land into private estates or plantations, that was worked on by enslaved
Africans who were considered their masters‟ property. This system by design ensured the

3

Baxter, 64.
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efficiency of supporting the economy of mainland Britain, as well as maintaining a social
order between master and slave on the estates. Because a steady supply of slaves was
needed on the estates, the plantation system also enabled the perpetuation of the slave
trade. The second stage of British dominion occurred when Jamaica became a Crown
Colony. This was a system of governance where the island‟s political system consisted of
a Legislative Council, and a House of Assembly, both under the purview of a British
governor; and the legal structure was modeled after English common law and country
courts. Under the façade of lobbying for the interests of the island citizens, this system
favored the interests of the British whites and socially elite, while the vast majority of the
black population remained impoverished and under represented. As affirmed by
Nettleford4, the crown colony enabled the infiltration of Eurocentric ideas, concepts and
conventions in every aspect of society on the island and the relegating of African
traditions to a lower standard.
Slavery and colonialism led to new social and cultural dynamics requiring
assimilation to the culture of the captors. As it pertains to their language, it occurred in
two stages. The first stage was the absorption of African languages which occurred by
virtue of the forced migratory patterns by slavery. Enslaved Africans were grouped not
by tribes but en masse and were led to re-establish themselves on foreign soil. The
amalgamation of traditions, languages, cultures and tribal habits all in the name of coexisting effectively removed any hope of preserving a tribe‟s unique culture. The second
stage occurred inter-racially between Africans and whites, as a process of language
4

Rex Nettleford, Mirror Mirror: Identity, Race and Protest in Jamaica (Kingston: Sangster
(Jamaica), 1970), 175.
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creolization which began by the early eighteenth century. According to Sherlock and
Bennet, “It served the colonisers‟ primary purposes of giving instructions, doing business
and indoctrinating others in European superiority and African depravity; but it also
provided the African with a base for creating his own language, Jamaica talk. They did
this without the inspiration of psalmists and prophets, knowing only that they had to find
ways of communicating, of fashioning a new language quickly, and they did. There was
no Jamaica talk in 1700 but by 1800 the folk had „an English learned incompletely with a
strong infusion of African influence.‟”5 The resulting hybrid, Jamaican Creole or Patois,
provided a medium through which both slave and master could communicate as well as
being the best way as noted by Baxter “the highest common factor of communication
among the slaves themselves.”6 It was this highest common factor that provided the
impetus for the development of Jamaican folk songs during slavery.
Jamaican slaves used folk songs for both communication and entertainment.
Because the slave-masters abhorred talking while the slaves executed their diurnal
activities, the slaves needed to find alternative methods of communication. Singing and
drumming were encouraged as they salved their temperament and gave the illusion of a
speedier passing of time. Some songs conveyed messages; others provide social
commentary, as Olive Lewin notes, “even ridiculing the master and the man with the
whip…An innocent sounding song could announce a prohibited meeting which had to be

5
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Sherlock and Bennett, 195.

Baxter, 158.
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a closely guarded secret.”7 Folk songs were incorporated into every aspect of the slave‟s
life; they were used in the work and social-environs as well as in religious practices.8 In
colonial times, African religions had a very strong influence on Afro-Jamaicans. Music
and singing were strong staples in African religious practices. It was believed that music
enabled spiritual ablutions, permitting the person to rid his body of any negative actions
and situations that occurred during his lifetime. These negative elements were necessary
as they provided lessons to put the soul in good stead for the after-life. Religious folk
songs usually detailed the suffering of the slaves and also alluded to the afterlife which
they saw as their Great Escape. As Lewin puts it:
It did not matter that the destructive emotions were caused by the sustained
subhuman treatment meted out by the master and their agents, who were
sometimes referred to as “young souls.”…Songs about souls that had passed
through suffering and hardship boosted the morale of the slaves.9
Assimilation from a cultural and social view and the necessity of Jamaican folk
songs in assisting the citizenry in adapting a more creolized and integrated society
consequently came with a great psychological price tag. The subhuman treatment of
blacks by their captors, coupled with the disparity in living conditions between both races
factored greatly in this unbalanced equation. Because slavery furnished the British coffers
while ensuring proper functioning of the island‟s plantocracy, it was essential that the
white master keep the inferior black slave in a subjugated role. Enslaved Africans were
considered primitive, uneducated, uncivilized, and even inhuman; they were property.
7

Lewin, 56.
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The influence of African religions and their amalgamation with Christianity is mentioned in later
chapters and will not be expounded upon at this juncture.
9

Lewin, 58.
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The slaves‟ lifestyle reflected the view held of them by their masters, which was in direct
contrast with the European lifestyle that their masters enjoyed on the island.
Over the years, the Africans began to view their ancestry and slavery with shame.
Even when Jamaica moved from the plantation system to crown colony, the perception
that Africa was inferior and uncivilized persisted. This negative view, as purported by
Richard Hart, is arguably colonialism‟s greatest legacy:
The historical legacy of self-denigration was only partly attributable to the
objective circumstances of generations of enslavement and cruel exploitation. It
was also the contrived effect of a system of education and indoctrination designed
to promote a loyalty to the prevailing imperialism and an acceptance of the
domination of whites over blacks.10
The years of subjugation had effectively caused a change in the way Afro-Jamaicans,
direct descendants of slaves, viewed themselves and their ancestry.
As Jamaica became industrialized, its society evolved. Kingston, a large shipping
city was now the island‟s capital and was the center for commerce and trade. Many of the
citizens migrated from the rural areas to its streets in search of more lucrative jobs and in
so doing, relied less on folk elements and African traditions and more on the acquired
Western European culture. This did not occur uniformly throughout the island. Those
residing in urban areas abandoned their African traditions faster than those living in the
island‟s interior, which were isolated from the effects of urbanization and were therefore
able to maintain and preserve their African heritage. Ultimately, African traditions were
relegated to a subordinate position to its European counterpart and were frowned upon by

10

Richard Hart, “Slaves who Abolished Slavery,” Blacks in Rebellion. Kingston:Social and
Economic Research, University of the West Indies, 1985, quoted in Philip Sherlock and Hazel Bennett, The
Story of the Jamaican People, 9.
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blacks who saw the disparity between their lifestyle and that of their European masters.
As such, the freed slaves, fashioned themselves after the mannerisms of the whites
because slavery shamefully reminded them of an unpleasant past. According to Lewin,
“they didn‟t like to talk about slavery or Africa and tried desperately to identify their
background and their social, economic and cultural progress with Europe.”11 Rex
Nettleford pens it differently:
the mixture has produced a Creole culture in which European and African
elements persist and predominate in fairly standard combinations and
relationships with things European gaining ascriptive status while things African
were correspondingly devalued, including African racial traits.12
These “things European” to which Nettleford alludes, are the British export models of
education, religion (Christianity), the system of government, the legislature, the armed
forces and the mercantile system.
This mindset that Europe was superior had repercussions that permeated every
aspect of society. When the freed slaves were being educated, a strong emphasis was
placed on curricula focusing on Europe. They were knowledgeable in European history,
literature, geography and music. Where music was concerned, a higher concentration of
study was spent learning English hymns, old English folk tunes and very little notice was
given to African music. This preference for a Eurocentric education remained unchanged
for decades in the island. Lewin gives a synopsis of her own music education experience
as a child in the 1930s:

11

Olive Lewin, “Jamaica‟s Folk Music,” Yearbook of the International Folk Music Council 3

(1971): 15.
12

Nettleford, 174.
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Our senior boys sang rousing music like “Soldiers‟ Chorus” from Faust, and the
girls revelled in singing Brahms‟ “Lullaby” and other ladylike songs. Voices
combined for hymns or anthems in two to four parts, as well as for „Ye Mariners
of England”, “Land of Hope and Glory” and other British national songs that had
to be prepared for the King‟s Birthday and Empire Day each year.13
How complete this psychological shift was considering that the demography of the
population by the 1800s had changed drastically. Whereas two centuries earlier, slaves
accounted for less than 40% of the population, by the nineteenth century over 80% of the
population was black. Assimilation was therefore complete. The citizens no longer saw
themselves as direct descendants of Africa. The result of Europe and Africa meeting on
foreign soil created, “New challenges to aesthetic sensibilities, and a re-ordering of
priorities with respect to creative artistic activity, patterns of kinship, novel orientations
in divine worship, distinctive attitudes to political authority and variations on the modes
of production, distribution and exchange.”14
Finally, the importance of African traditions shifted significantly over the fourplus centuries of colonial rule. Colonialism and slavery were the main factors which
enabled the evolution of socio-cultural practices among the enslaved Africans and their
descendants. A new language was created to meet the needs of this colonial society, and,
this creolized language, patois, was used on the plantations as a mode of communication,
both by master and slave. It played a pivotal role in folk songs, which was one of their
creative outlets for artistic expression. Folk songs were used to provide domestic
entertainment for the slaves, but were also used to transmit coded messages to slaves on
13

14

Lewin, Rock It Come Over, 6.

Rex Nettleford, “The Aesthetics of Négritude,” in Intellectuals in the Twentieth-Century
Caribbean, Vol. 1 Spectre of the New Class: the Commonwealth Caribbean, ed. Alistair Hennessy
(London: Macmillan Education, 1992), 84.
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neighboring plantations. Additionally, they were an integral component in divine
worship. The slaves‟ reliance on their African heritage waned with increased exposure to
the European culture, which led to the freed slaves adopting the cultural habits of their
British masters. Colonialism and slavery inevitably enabled the denigration of African
traditions and the exaltation of the European culture as the perceived standard of
civilization.

14

CHAPTER III
POST-COLONIAL FACTORS INFLUENCING FOLK MUSIC IN JAMAICA AFTER
INDEPENDENCE
Jamaica‟s independence from Great Britain on August 6, 1962, represented a
culmination of social and cultural change steeped in the tenets of nationalism that swept
through the Caribbean in earlier decades. This chapter concentrates on two additional
factors that have contributed to the perceptual changes of Jamaican folk forms in the
post-colonial era. These factors are the implementation of cultural policy by the Jamaican
government and the artistic changes that occurred among members of the artisan class.
These actions by both government and citizens alike were significant as they inter alia
were the impetus for the citizenry accepting its Afro-centric origins with pride.
In the early twentieth century, the various European colonies in the Caribbean
region began to voice their contempt towards colonialism and the imperial powers under
which they were governed. Concerns were raised about the need for self-determinacy and
government, as well as the disparity between the social conditions of the blacks and
whites. There were numerous episodes of civil unrest in the island which led to Jamaica
gaining independence from Britain. There was increasing disgruntlement among
Jamaicans who believed that the political system and social infrastructure were
established and operated solely with the British imperialists in mind; and the results of
the fact finding Moyne Commission provided incontrovertible evidence that supported
the claims of the local citizenry in this regard. The Royal (Moyne) Commission under
Lord Moyne‟s directive was a commission of inquiry appointed by the crown on August
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5, 1938 to investigate the socio-economic conditions in several of the British colonial
islands. The islands in question were Barbados, British Guiana (Guyana), British
Honduras (Belize), Jamaica, the Leeward Islands, Trinidad and Tobago, and the
Windward Islands. Unlike previous Commissions of Enquiry that tried to validate the
actions of the colonial administration and prove that the social unrests were wrongful acts
by the citizenry; this commission showed:
the recognition by the Colonial Office, for the first time, that the unrest in the
West Indies was neither the work of agitators, nor blind protest, but the
expression of a more fundamental malaise in the region as a whole - and, by way
of corollary, that a regional programme rather than mere island palliatives was
required for its solution. 15
Further, the last waning years of colonialism only served to perpetuate the polarization
between blacks and whites. The government favored the upper middle class and this was
obvious through the policies that were implemented. The authorities discouraged
industrialization and manufacturing, incorporated systems of taxation that overwhelmed
the poor and relieved the wealthy, and denied educational opportunities to the lower class
that were black. Also, a class system was created that relegated blacks at the base of the
social structure. Sherlock and Bennet allude to the fact that Jamaica needed to radically
change its modus operandi as no national unity existed:
The British Crown was the only symbol of unity. For the upper and middle
classes it represented protection and the preservation of privilege. For the working
class it meant persistent poverty. The chief dividing factor was race, but EuroJamaica masked this fact with a ritual of pretence…No one who is progressive
talks about racial consciousness. Up to the 1900‟s there was little sentiment of
national unity and little that could be described as a Jamaican culture. How could
it have been otherwise when for two centuries and up to the abolition of the slave
trade freshly arrived Africans were separated from each other and distributed to
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different plantations? Or when many Euro-Jamaicans saw Britain as home and
Jamaica as a place of exile?16
The citizens were divided not only along racial lines but also along class divisions; in
essence, two Jamaicas existed. More importantly, the entire social and political system
reflected the vast chasm between the social classes. The education system by providing
opportunities to the white upper class only served to perpetuate social and economic
differences. The link with educational opportunity was clear. “The social system was
largely regulated by the educational institutions of the colony. Consequently, the
financially well-entrenched white minority could easily dominate the social and
economic scene, while insisting that a free society existed without a legal basis for racial
discrimination.”17 From a social perspective the arts failed to reflect the images and
philosophy of the citizens. The artisan class was a struggling community whose works
received very little support from the populace. Up until the late 1930s, there were no
institutions created to support the development of local art. Coupled with this were the
content that the artists chose to either draw or use in poems. As Michael Manley
observed, Jamaican poets spoke of “daffodils and snow neither of which are noticeably a
part of the Jamaican scene.”18 This observation is important for it attests to the social
psychology present at that time. In spite of the nationalistic efforts by some, despite the
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social unrests, and the stark disparity between the living conditions of the whites and
blacks; there was a collective psychological thought which pervade the society in the
belief that they should not embrace their African memes. The lack of cohesion between
the social classes, a necessary element towards unifying the country was the end result of
this great social, racial and economic divide.
Recognizing the need for social and economic reform, the Jamaican government
created institutions geared toward addressing the deficiencies in the nation state. As such,
several institutions were established to develop a new cultural awareness among
Jamaicans; primarily Afro-Jamaicans, including the Jamaica School of Music, the
Jamaica School of Art, the Jamaica School of Drama, and the Jamaica School of Dance.
However, Jamaica was so steeped in the tenets of British imperialism that these
institutions were ineffective at creating change. Initially, these schools curricula mirrored
the curricula found in European schools. Nowhere was this more evident than at the
Jamaica School of Music which was built in 1961 and for its first ten years had a
curriculum fashioned after the music schools in Britain:
In the beginning, then, the only music taught at the Jamaica School of Music was
in the European “classical” tradition. All the staff except one, were imported
from Britain and the system of training was no different from that in the Royal
College or the Royal Academy.19
It was not until 1976, a period of heightened nationalist cultural change when these
institutions were amalgamated to form the Cultural Training Center (CTC), that they
became increasingly effective in addressing the creation and preservation of a new
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Jamaican identity in the arts. Its purpose was two-fold. First, it created a system to
document, nurture, develop and preserve the Jamaican culture. Secondly, in so doing, the
CTC provided the catalyst necessary for integrating the “two Jamaicas.” As Nettleford
points out, the CTC was “a tertiary-level educational complex designed to provide the
country with a cadre of trained cultural agents, art teachers and creative arts practitioners
as well as to foster field research and analysis.”20 This commitment towards field
research and analysis is evidenced by Olive Lewin‟s research on Jamaican folk music
that is housed at the Folk Music Research Unit (established in 1966) at the Jamaica
School of Music. This music unit was the initiative of anthropologist and former
Jamaican Prime Minister Edward Seaga, then Minister of Finance and Culture in the nine
year old nation, who saw the need for the documentation and preservation of Jamaican
folk music and traditions. According to Seaga:
It is necessary, therefore to create a central pool of material where firstly the
researcher can go for further information, but also where the creative artist can go,
so as to be able to get his material which he uses as a point of departure in the
creative process, to enable him to create in the performing arts, material which
properly reflects the folk basis of his performance.21
But why should a government place such emphasis on establishing institutions
that inculcate a new social awareness and thinking among its citizens? The answer to this
lies in the importance for accomplishing cultural parity. Four centuries of colonial rule
had served to create two types of culture in colonial Jamaica, high culture and low culture
20
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and by extension, high art and low art. Jamaicans viewed the arts and culture of Europe
as high art, while folk forms and Africana were perceived as low art. So thorough was the
colonial system in enabling as Nettleford purports “one set of migrants (the Europeans)
as the prescribed superordinate power over another set of migrants (the Africans) brought
involuntarily and kept in a carefully nurtured captivity,” 22 that it created the ethos of
“white Europe good, black Jamaica bad” mentality which did not auger well for a
burgeoning independent nation. It was inevitable; the mindset of Jamaicans had to
change in the post-independence era.
The arts can facilitate social transition as citizens use their imagination and
intellect to change their perceived state of existence. It is “the mirror through which a
society perceives itself; and it is a mirror that must be held up to young societies
constantly if they are to achieve a sense of their separate identity in the world. Clearly,
therefore, the development of the latent artistic talent of a society is important to its
growth and critical to the process of psychological transformation with which we [the
government] are concerned.”23 The arts draw on every facet of Jamaican life in terms of
religions, dances, customs, and languages. Religious themes are centered on Christianity
and also African religious cults as Pukkumina, Kumina, Ettu, Maroon, Revival and
Goombey. Most cults incorporate dances that are integral to several parts of the ceremony
and worship. These cults “demonstrate the African-inherited tendency to integrate song,
dance and instrumental accompaniment in the musical event. Broadly speaking, they
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adhere to shamanistic and spiritist concepts inherited from African ancestors, in some
cases with a mixture of Christian beliefs.”24 Change is therefore accomplished by the
creation of art forms that reflect the social happenings and lifestyle of the citizenry.
Additionally, the arts and society are so inextricably bound that they both facilitate the
creation of a new nationalistic ideal. Jamaicans cultivated the arts to be more involved in
determining their history and future. Now, post-independence, Jamaicans could answer
the proverbial question “who are we and why are we here?” from the inside and not
through the eyes of Europe. By establishing these institutional cultural frameworks,
Jamaicans now had the ability to create a new identity via the creative arts. Using the
Jamaica School of Music as a prime example, O‟Gorman notes that by 1977 Jamaican
folk music and the study of same was “considered germane to the training of all its
students”25 Which contrasts with her observation of the music school in the 1960s that I
previously made reference to, where the curriculum mirrored those from the Royal
Schools of Music in London. At that time, folk music was noticeably absent from the
curriculum.
However, change did not occur solely in the country‟s administrative arm of
government. It also occurred through the activities of courageous individuals, especially
those in the creative arts, who were willing to think outside the parameters of
colonialism. Of significance is the research by the American Frederick Cassidy and
Robert B. LePage of Great Britain. Their studies on the creolized languages in the United
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States, England, and Jamaica are of great import as it occurred in an era when little
scholarship on non-traditional languages was done. The acceptance of the Jamaican
Patois as a genuine twentieth-century language stems primarily from their extensive
research.26 Their scholastic efforts gave credence to the fact that cultural development
needs the support of analysis and research. The artistic contributions of Louise Bennet, a
renowned poet, whose literary works in patois coupled with her international
performances in the vernacular have not only received critical acclaim worldwide, but
they have also provided enough material for scholarly research on the Jamaican language.
Similar changes were occurring simultaneously in the music world, for example,
the emergence of several music groups and individuals performing folk music to large
audiences both locally and overseas. Groups like the Frats Quintet and Cudjoe Minstrels
in the pre-independence era certainly paved the way for groups like the Jamaican Folk
Singers, The National Dance Theatre Company (NDTC) Singers, The University Singers
and the Carifolk Singers to emerge in the post independence era. The Jamaican Folk
Singers founded by ethnomusicologist Olive Lewin is arguably Jamaica‟s premier folk
exemplar to emerge after independence. Their contributions to the preservation of folk
music are significant and are correlated to the extensive research done by their founder
for the Folk Music Research Unit. Additionally, their performances provided
opportunities for other groups that emerged after them. According to Nettleford, the
Jamaican Folk Singers:
was the custodian and transmitter of much in the storehouse of the Olive Lewin
collection, started for the government-established Jamaica Folk Music research
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Unit in the mid-1960‟s. The singers are artistes in the spirit of the Olympics,
bringing distinction to their art and the country on tours abroad and through
recordings, which clearly serve as guide for smaller and more recent ensembles
with a feel for choral theatre…As a major contributor in the transmission of
Jamaica folk music from field to stage, the Jamaican Folk Singers have had a
strong impact.27
Pamela O‟Gorman also mentions the Jamaican Folk Singers and their pioneering efforts
that have proven to be catalytic in this transition from field to the concert stage. Of great
import is her mentioning that “We should not underestimate the impact which the
Jamaican Folk Singers had when they first appeared on the Jamaican stage. Here, for the
first time since the Frats Quintet, folk song was treated with the kind of respect that was
given to classical music.”28 In essence, the Jamaican Folk Singers were able to establish
parity between the folk and classical genres.
Other prominent groups began to emerge like the National Chorale of Jamaica,
who, along with the University Singers, performed mostly Western European classical
music in their fledgling years, an indication of the strong British music education
influence in Jamaica. In later years however, both groups especially the University
Singers began to perform choral arrangements of folk songs. This is significant as the
performances by these groups were heavily patronized by Jamaica‟s social elite that still
clung to their British upbringing. It also indicates a major shift in social thinking, that it
was no longer taboo to perform and indentify with one‟s African ancestry. In all areas of
the arts there was the emergence of a new national pride in things Jamaican. The
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Jamaican choral music scene was very vibrant providing much needed creative outlets for
artistic expression. Additionally, these groups were also accomplishing three feats.
Firstly, they were keeping the folk tradition alive in the Jamaican society. Secondly, their
performances were exposing the younger generation to their rich heritage, and thirdly,
they enabled musicians to compose and/or arrange folk songs for future performances
and in so doing, added new literature to the repertoire of printed folk music available.
The ensemble performances of folk music coupled with the evolving attitudes of
Jamaicans regarding their African heritage enabled the emergence of solo artists who
were willing to perform Jamaican Folk Songs in a recital setting. This transition is huge
as it represents a concerted effort in creating a unique blend of contrasting styles between
the music of Western Europe and the folk style of Afro- Jamaica. Additionally, the
majority of classically trained Jamaican musicians and singers lived and performed
overseas, which meant that their target audience was primarily comprised of nonJamaicans. Thus their ability to expose Jamaican music to alien nationalities was great.
Equally great were the composers who were willing to arrange in this genre.
Musical pioneers like Olive Lewin of Jamaican Folk Singers fame and Noel Dexter,
musical director of the University Singers, have carved a niche for themselves with their
arrangements for solo voice and piano. The efforts of these musicians cannot be
overstated. Both were adults when Jamaica gained independence and have seen firsthand
the evolution of the Jamaican society. Mr. Dexter alluded to the fact that arrangements of
Jamaican folk songs were lacking in his youth and that society even up to the late 1950s
was highly intolerable of Afrocentric forms and music. As he states:
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Everything had to reflect Europe as this was considered high art and folk forms
were considered low art and primitive. Even in the 1950‟s and 1960‟s after
Independence, some Jamaicans still looked on folk music in a pejorative manner.
Things have changed since then, now, people want to hear folk music; we are no
longer ashamed or, as ashamed of our ancestry.29
These words have been echoed by Peter Ashbourne, the modern flag bearer of Jamaican
folk compositions (some of which will be analyzed in later chapters) who has noticed an
increasing sense of national pride by Jamaicans over the years. Essentially, Jamaica has
transitioned from a colonial to a post-colonial paradigm where music is concerned.30 This
is due to the reverse of cross-culturalism or métissage taking place. Whereas, in colonial
times, métissage resulted in the creation of a hybrid culture that perceived the cultural
practices of Europe as superior and those of the native bred as inferior; in the postcolonial era, the reverse has occurred. This is evidenced in Jamaica in the music
education curricula which now draw on both European and Jamaican forms in the
teaching of music in schools. Such was not the case in the early 20th century where, as
she points out music, “like other parts of education, ignored or neglected the vibrant
Afro-Jamaican musical traditions of the majority and constructed an image of European
classical music as being part of „high culture,‟ the epitome of good taste and cultivation,
commandeered by a tiny majority.”31 In essence, the transition then is significant as it
reflects the cultural awakening of the Jamaican society in the appreciation of things that
reflected them. This cultural renaissance enabled those aforementioned musicians to
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arrange folk songs initially for choirs, and then, eventually, for the classical recital; a
notably European art form.
There are aesthetic and artistic differences that must be made when performing in
a recital setting. Most choral groups in Jamaica performing in the folk idiom rely more on
movement and the augmented vocal sound in their portrayals of the song. In a recital
setting, movements are reduced to poignant gestures that augment the soloist‟s vocal
presentation. The types of instruments used are also different. Most Jamaican choral folk
ensembles show a preference for a drum and either a guitar or banjo for basic
accompanying purposes. Sometimes the drum plays a significant role in the rhythmic
enhancement of some songs. But, the choral voice is more superior in this regard. In a
recital setting, the piano is the preferred instrument, usually serving two roles. First, in a
subservient role as an accompanying tool to the voice and secondly, being a character in
some songs. Great effort is placed on the collaborative qualities between singer and
pianist to ensure good artistic cohesion. In the works of Messrs. Peter Ashbourne and
Noel Dexter neither voice nor piano is superior, instead both are integral composites in a
symbiotic relationship which when good cohesion is attained results in a unique
presentation. Because of this, the piano is seminal to the recital arrangements of folk
songs. It provides the rhythmic qualities that hand clapping, drumming or dancing would
accomplish in a choral ensemble. Additionally, preludes and postludes are included
allowing the songs theme to be firmly established prior to the vocal entry, and, interludes
provide a unique interplay between both voice and piano that are absent in chorale works.
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Prior to 1962, Jamaica was not a nation state, and was therefore obligated to the
political dictates that emanated from the European metropole. At that time the Jamaican
society had a strong penchant for the Eurocentric lifestyle and its cultural aesthetic.
Additionally, Jamaicans saw themselves as British citizens because on paper they were.
It is therefore not surprising that there was a collective lack of interest in the pursuit and
preservation of art forms whether visual or aural which reflected the African traits of
Jamaicans. However, the actual and the expected were never in sync. The disparities in
lifestyles and economic wealth between the locals and the Europeans created a social
divide which fed nationalist desires among the locales that resulted in independence and
the birth of a new nation.
Independence served as a catalyst in enabling a nationalistic desire towards the
creation of a new cultural aesthetic that reflected the lifestyle and the ancestry of
Jamaicans. The cultural polices implemented by succeeding governments, coupled with
the pioneering efforts of the Jamaican artisan class, especially those in music have helped
to document indigenous and creolized art forms of the Jamaican people. This has also
allowed the birth of new dimensions in the folk genre. This is first seen with the
emergence of ensembles willing to perform folk songs and other folk forms in concerts
vis-à-vis a domestic locale. Where folk songs are concerned, this rejuvenation enabled a
plethora of choral groups to add new music to their programs that Jamaicans could relate
to. When notable Jamaican composers embarked on arranging these songs for solo voice
recital performances, it represented yet another quantum leap in the new cultural
aesthetic. Their efforts represent an amalgamation of both European and Jamaican folk
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forms into a cohesive unit that rely on each other to work. How these units function
symbiotically will be discussed in the chapters that analyses the compositions of Noel
Dexter and Peter Ashbourne.
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CHAPTER IV
BIOGRAPHICAL PROFILES
Noel Dexter

“Mr. Dexter has helped Jamaican audiences to listen to music in a different kind of way.
He is definitely a seminal contributor to cultural development and to artistic expression.”
-- Professor Rex Nettleford, The University Singers Concert Season 2002
Such superlatives have been used by many Jamaicans to describe the musical and
artistic efforts of Noel George Dexter, one of Jamaica‟s leading choral directors and one
of that country‟s premier arranger of folk songs. He was born on December 21, 1938 in a
rural village in Portland, Jamaica; and received his formal education in that parish. He
attended the Titchfield High School in 1952 where he successfully sat the University of
Cambridge‟s external exams; receiving the Cambridge School Certificate (C.S.C.) in
1956 and the Cambridge Higher School Certificate (C.H.S.C.) in 1958. Upon graduating
from Titchfield, he moved to the capital city of Kingston and taught at Ardenne High
School as a pre-trained teacher for six years before entering the University of the West
Indies (U.W.I.) in 1964 to read for a Bachelor of Science degree in Economics, which he
received in 1967.
Dexter‟s involvement in music began in his young years when he played the
pianoforte and the pipe organ for church. The desire to learn music was not an option for
him; his parents felt that learning an instrument would provide the necessary polish that
befitted a gentleman. As a university student, he joined the University „UWI‟ Singers and
remained a member of that organization after completing his baccalaureate degree. The
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year 1970 marked the beginning of Dexter‟s formal music training when he entered the
Jamaica School of Music to prepare for the Trinity College of Music external
examinations in which he was successful. Upon its completion he earned the Licentiate
Diploma in Class Music Teaching in 1971. He was also among a handful of scholars who
were selected from the Caribbean and Latin American region to participate in a jointly
sponsored program by the Organization of American States (OAS) – Department of
Cultural Affairs and the Instituto Interamericano de Etnomusicologia y Folklore
receiving at the course‟s end a Diploma in Musicology and Folklore Studies. Further
studies were done at the Royal School of Music in London where he received a
Certificate in Church Choir Training in 1980. Post 1980, he has participated in several
summer programs offered by Westminster Choir College where he worked with vocal
pedagogues like Scott McCoy, James Jordan and Helen Kemp.
Mr. Dexter‟s involvement in choral directing began in 1962 when he founded the
Kingston Singers and stayed at that organization‟s helm for 25 years. They gave
performances in Jamaica, and during their most productive years, gave concert tours in
the Bahamas, Grand Cayman and the United States. Over the years, group interest waned
as the choristers became more involved in other areas of their lives. In 1987, the members
of the group agreed to an amicable dissolution. However, Dexter does not regard his
sojourn with the Kingston Singers as his professional entry into the choral directing
world. In his opinion his professional ingression as a choral director began by accident in
1977 when he joined the faculty of the University of the West Indies as Director of Music
and by happenstance became head of the UWI Singers. In his own words:
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When I joined the staff of the University as Director of Music in 1977, the Singers
[UWI] as it were then invited me to take over the group and I have been doing
that ever since. It so happened that when I came on staff, I wanted to do a choir of
my own as choral music is really a part of me, a part of my whole life. And, the
Singers felt that we should not have too many groups competing…doing the same
sort of style [thing]. So they invited me as captain and I have been doing that32
Over the years, under his tutelage, the UWI Singers have grown to become the premier
music exemplar of the university. They have travelled extensively performing in Jamaica,
the Caribbean, North America, and Europe. Additionally, Mr. Dexter over his nearly four
decades as director has effectively changed the primary focus of the group from a strict
classical repertoire to include a wider variety of styles and genres. As he observes:
The whole style of the repertoire, those things have changed…When I was a
student, we had only 16 singers, in terms of numbers in one thing, we had four
people to each part. The repertoire consisted of 16th Century European
music...madrigals and motets. We [today] have a program which is far more
varied. We started adding in my time, gospel songs, and we started singing songs
from Jamaican musicals, mainly the pantomimes, in addition, we found that we
could use a lot of things from our traditional heritage. So we started doing suites
with Revival, one year we even did something with Rasta [ras ta fari].33
Mr. Dexter has also served in the capacity of music educator, which is another
area that showcases his talents. He has taught music at various educational levels ranging
from early childhood education when he taught at Mona Preparatory and Ardenne High
School. At the tertiary level he was a music lecturer at Mico Teacher‟s College and the
United Theological College of the West Indies. His knowledge on folk music has made
him a sought after clinician both locally and internationally. Locally, he has conducted
workshops for the Jamaican Cultural Development Commission and the Ministry of
Education. In the Caribbean region he has conducted workshops for the National
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Foundation for the Arts in Barbados, the Ministry of Education in the British Virgin
Islands, the School of Music at the University of the US Virgin Islands, the Dominican
Department of Culture and the Barbados Council of Churches.
Inasmuch as Mr. Dexter has excelled as a conductor and choral director,
pianist/accompanist and educator, the field of composing reveals yet another dimension
to his musicianship and artistry. The first opportunity to compose music occurred in 1962
when another musician, Lloyd Hall invited Mr. Dexter and his group the Kingston
Singers as guest performers at his music festival. This was independence year and
Jamaican nationalism was high, and the desire for something identifiably Jamaican was
great. As Mr. Dexter recalls:
My first experiment of writing the Psalms was for a St. Cecelia Festival at Scott‟s
Kirk [church]. Lloyd Hall invited me [and the Kingston Singers] to perform as the
guest choir. When he sent me the program and asked me to perform something on
there, it was all European music. I felt the program needed something more of a
different nature to make it interesting. I wrote Psalm 23 and Psalm 150 and they
were very well received. After that we were composing hymns, anthems, songs on
their own and in a Jamaican rhythmic style. 34
Over the years his reputation as a composer has grown. His usage of the Jamaican
elements such as the mento rhythm, syncopations and the creolized language or patois in
his pieces gives them a strong and distinctly Jamaican flavor. Two of his compositions O
Lord, we are Ready and For the Decades Past were commissioned pieces. The first for
the Churches of Christ “ Hymn for World Convention” in 1983 and the latter by the
Anglican Diocese of Jamaica and Grand Cayman to commemorate the 100th Anniversary
of St. Luke‟s Church in Kingston, Jamaica in 1987. Dexter has also composed new
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music for Jamaican musicals known as pantomime and has won numerous awards for his
theatrical efforts. Where solo compositions are concerned, his first arrangement was Mi
Alone which he composed for the Jamaican soprano June Thompson-Lawson who
wanted additional material for her recital. His collection of songs for solo voice is small.
In addition to Mi Alone, he has two other arrangements All De Seven Rivers and On Dat
Great Day.
Over the years, Noel Dexter has received several awards for his contribution to
music and cultural development in Jamaica. Among his list are the five Jamaica Music
Industry Awards (JAMI) that he has received; three for concert performances by the UWI
Singers and two for his compositions for pantomime productions. In 1979, the Institute of
Jamaica awarded him the Silver Musgrave Medal for his contributions to Jamaican art
and culture. In 1990, he was conferred the Commander of the Order of Distinction
(O.D.), the fourth highest national honor by the Jamaican Government for his outstanding
music contribution. Noel Dexter, however, considers the Vice Chancellor Award (1995)
from the University of the West Indies (U.W.I.) and the Pelican Award (1996) from the
U.W.I. Guild of Graduates as his most treasured gems.
Peter Ashbourne
Peter Ashbourne-Firman is arguably one of the best Jamaican musicians of his
generation. He is comfortable as a performer as well as a composer and is equally at ease
in classical and non-classical genres. Born on July 14, 1950, he believes his birthplace
was Kingston, Jamaica, but is dubious of this fact as both he and his sister were adopted
by Thelma Ashbourne. He attended St. Hugh‟s Preparatory School and became the
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youngest student to attend Wolmer‟s High School for Boys when he matriculated at
seven and a half years old in 1957. However, the academic rigors of achieving a high
school education required his staying there for 12 years, as he quips “apparently I was
bright [smart] then, but it didn‟t take long for high school to straighten me out.”35 He
graduated from that school in 1968 after being successful in both the ordinary and
advanced level external exams from the University of Cambridge.
Ashbourne‟s first introduction to music occurred very early in his youth; he
recalls being declared a genius by the renowned British musician Dr. Harold Dark, then
an examiner for the Royal School of Music whom Ashbourne met at age nine. He had a
natural proclivity for the piano and violin, the latter he studied privately with highly
acclaimed music teacher Doris Livingstone under whose tutelage he took the licentiate
exams in violin performance (LRSM) offered by the Royal Schools of Music and
received that degree at age seventeen.
During the summer of 1969 while transitioning from high school to enter the
University of the West Indies to read for a Bachelor‟s degree in Sociology; Ashbourne
worked as an intern for Federal Records in Kingston, as an assistant to the Artist and
Repertoire Person. He considered his time there as enjoyable, that the work was easy to
accomplish and that he learnt a lot about the pop music world. He says: “this is fun, there
was not a whole lot of discipline…it came easily for me. I am operating in pop music and
I already have an LRSM [performance degree] on the violin. So [with] the amount of
technical knowledge I had, I was already over qualified for the type of pop music they
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had at that time.”36 His natural abilities at music however were not fully realized yet.
Ashbourne attended the University of the West Indies for two years and admitted that
studying the social science and science subjects at the tertiary level least interested him.
Realizing her son‟s waywardness and his natural music abilities, his mother applied on
his behalf to Boston University, and in the fall of 1970, he began his music studies there.
He was not happy at that institution, and after studying there for two weeks, he
transferred to Berklee College of Music. His love for electronic music and atonality were
fed during his sojourn at Berklee. In 1974, he graduated with a Bachelor‟s degree in
composition from that institution.
Upon graduating, Mr. Ashbourne returned to Jamaica to work at the newly
formed African-American Department at the Jamaica School of Music. His supervisor
was the highly acclaimed American Jazz trombonist Melba Liston. Unfortunately, there
were several under currents that affected his working at the music school. Firstly, his
supervisor, Liston, was intimidated by Peter and other young colleagues, who, though
lacking the practical experience that she had amassed over the years, were seen as
potential threats for her position. Secondly, Liston and the principal of the School of
Music had irreconcilable differences which led to the cessation of her employment with
the school. Ms. Liston eventually returned to the United States.
Where composing is concerned, Ashbourne is comfortable in both classical and
commercial music. His commercial music endeavors have their incipient foundation with
his internship at Federal Records and grew when he composed advertising jingles for the
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electronic media. Since 1970, Peter has composed over six hundred jingles and from the
mid-1970s through the 1980s, he has consistently captured over sixty percent of the
electronic media jingle market. He attributes his success in commercial music to his
training and his versatility:
with the jingles I discovered that not only was it a source of income, but I found I
could do it. Not everybody can do jingles you know, and especially [in] those
days, you had to hop around with styles. It would be some fox-trot melody one
day and it would be whatever the modern thing was then, and then the next time it
would be a half classical thing. So you would be hopping around with styles, you
would be doing pop this minute and a classical thing the next. 37
Among the list of satisfied clients are Air Jamaica, Sherwin-Williams Paints, Appleton
Rum, Red Stripe Beer, Coca Cola and Kentucky Fried Chicken.
Since 1975, Ashbourne has composed, performed and arranged music for the
stage. He has over nine original compositions, and is a sought after composer for the
pantomimes staged by the Little Theater Movement (LTM), and dance music for the
National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica (NDTC). Some of his original music
compositions for the stage include three pantomimes - The Witch (1976/1977), Johnny
Reggae (1978/1979) and Ginneral B (1983/1984), and two dance pieces - Two Drums of
Babylon (1980) and Puncie (1985). In the classical music arena, Ashbourne has eight
published compositions and several unpublished shorter works for chamber groups. Four
of his compositions, Jamaica Suite (1981), Avia (1986), Alleluja (1995) and Ring Games
and Jubilee (2003) were commissioned by the American Wind Orchestra, the University
for Music in Graz, Austria, the Jamaica Broadcasting Corporation and the European
Union Chamber Orchestra respectively. His last major composition was Five Songs for
37
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High Voice and Piano that was completed in 2005. This last effort in addition to
Jamaican Suite, Alleluja and Ring Games and Jubilee are all based on Jamaican folk
forms. He recalls a childhood experience that in retrospect has influenced his use of
Jamaican folk forms in his classical compositions:

My aunt is a music teacher. She discovered my music talent and I ended up
playing the piano. On that piano my aunt relaxed the rules. So I could play a folk
song on the piano but not a pop song. The folk songs were a little bit second class
music. Independence comes along and in 1963, Eddie [Edward] Seaga [former
Minister of Culture] started this festival and they had a category for violin. I
entered this category and one category which required all competitors to perform
a folk song. I put together this medley of folk songs and won first prize. That
same folk song medley became the basis for that string quartet piece [Folk Suite
for String Quartet] many years later on.38
His cycle for high voice and piano will be analyzed in succeeding chapters.
As a performer, Peter Ashbourne has formed several ensembles over the years. He
has collaborated with other musicians in both the classical and pop music genres. He is
the brainchild of two chamber music ensembles - Pimento Ensemble and Musixa
Xaymaca. In the pop music arena he has formed groups like The Peter Ashbourne Affair
and a jazz ensemble called Ashes. His musical expertise has been drawn on by the Prime
Minister of Jamaica for the Prime Minister‟s Gala Concerts for the years 1999, 2001,
2002, 2004 and 2005. His last major feat was being the musical director, composer and
conductor for the opening ceremonies of the International Cricket Council‟s Cricket
World Cup which was held in Jamaica in 2007.
Over the years, Mr. Ashbourne has been the recipient of several awards. In 1992
he received a special award by the Advertising Agency Association of Jamaica for his
38
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significant contributions to Jamaica‟s advertising media. His musical talents have been
recognized by his peers on two major occasions, the first in 1993 when he won the JAMI
Award for his song The Winds of Hope and in 2002 he won the Jamaica Federation of
Musicians Award for Best Instrumental Album. In 2004, his musical efforts earned him
the Prime Minister‟s Award for Excellence in Music.
As an educator, Peter has been a lecturer at the Edna Manley College since 2001.
He has conducted workshops and seminars at several universities overseas. His
knowledge and expertise on Jamaican popular music has been recognized in international
academic circles. Since 1986, he has conducted workshops on Jamaican Art Music,
Reggae Music, and the Development of Jamaican Pop Music for the University of
Southern Maine, and the University for Music and Dramatic Arts in Graz, Austria.
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CHAPTER V
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SONGS BY NOEL DEXTER.
Jamaican folk songs of a religious nature that were used in a worship setting fell into
three main categories:
1) Hymns and choruses,
2) Songs used particularly for movement in certain types of cult groups, and
3) Soul songs which can be used in any area.
The three songs provided by Noel Dexter for analysis - Mi Alone, On Dat Great Day and
All de Seven Rivers – are religious Jamaican folk music. To understand them requires a
brief explanation of two of the six religious cult groups that exists in Jamaica - Revival
and Pukkumina; the others are Myal, Kumina, Zion and Ras Tafari.
Pukkumina, or Pocomania, is regarded as a religious cult in Jamaica, although
those associated with its practice say otherwise. Its closest counterpart in terms of ideas
and ceremonial rituals is the Revival cult which amalgamates Christianity and African
religions. Pukkumina‟s hierarchical structure consists of officers and members with
distinct roles and duties. The head of the group is known as the shepherd(ess) and (s)he
supervises several officers who perform ritual acts that pertain to the calling of “the
spirits” and attending to the members in which these spirits possess. This cult
incorporates the use of preaching and biblical readings in their rituals.
Music is used not only to augment the devotional aspects of the service, but it is
the primary mode of communication. The service or meeting commences with singing
that is interspersed with preaching until select members become possessed or “get into
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spirit.” The songs used are very tuneful, varying in tempo and tone over the evening‟s
duration. They are either in a slow 4/4 time or a faster 2/2 time. The former is usually
sung in the embryonic stage of the evening while the faster 2/2 tempo is preferred as the
evening progresses.
The largest African-Christian cult in Jamaica is Revival. Its tenets encompass the
practices of Pukkumina and Zion (another religious cult) and a lot of the rituals practiced
by both the Roman Catholic Church and the European Baptist missionaries. The
emphasis on the rite of baptism by the Baptist church proved especially appealing to the
Revivalists as it paralleled the water rites of African cults. The Revivalists believed that
this was an effective way of ridding the body of evil spirits. The ceremonies performed
by the Revival sect also relied heavily on music and movement. Songs that were usually
performed contained melodic, harmonic and rhythmic improvisations. Most songs and
choruses show the unique blend of African and Western influences in that, the songs
were mostly adaptations of Western style hymn tunes with their harmonic, and melodic
content showing an affinity of same, albeit, the treatment of meter and prosody is based
on African-Jamaican speech patterns. Lewin states:
demonstrates the strongly African-Jamaican treatment given to these Western
metric schemes, with much syncopation against contrasting rhythmic patterns
provided by the instrumental and body percussion accompaniment.39
With this brief introduction on the Pukkumina and Revival cults it is now appropriate to
focus on the songs of Noel Dexter.
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All De Seven Rivers
Chorus
All de river dem was bank to bank
All de river was down
All de river dem was bank to bank
All de seven rivers
Verse 1
Some come from Rock Hall, Some come from Gayle
Some come from Bog Walk, All de seven rivers
(Chorus)
Verse 2
Some come from Buff Bay, Some come from Vere
Some come from Yallahs, All de seven rivers
(Chorus)
Vocal Range f4 - a
Tessitura a

4

5

– c5

The song‟s text should not be taken in a literal sense. It is metaphorically referring
to a huge Revival meeting. The “rivers” in this case refer to the people making the
sojourn from various towns over the island such as Bog Walk, Vere, Gayle, etc. Care
should be taken to adhere to the prosodic requirements of the song, especially where the
meter and syncopation are concerned. The composer follows closely the rhythmic speech
patterns of patois which gives credence to the accentuation of “off-beats” becoming the
tonic stress of certain measures. This is especially seen in the first line of the refrain “All
de river dem was bank to bank” that shows an emphasis placed on the second subdivision
of beats 1 & 2 as can be seen at measures 5 and 6 (Example 1).
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Example 1. “All de Seven Rivers,” mm. 5-6

Where diction is concerned, care should be taken not to close certain vowels of some of
the words such as “river,” “down,” and “all.” It is suggested to maintain broader vowel
sounds especially on these words without compromising vowel height and depth. An
outline is given below:
Word

IPA (English)

IPA (Patois)

river

[ˈrivə

ˈrivɑ]

down

[daʊn

dɔŋ]

all

[ al

ɑl ]

The accompaniment is very simple, revealing a harmonic language that lacks any
complexity or dense tonal structures. Dexter uses very simple harmonic language and
chord progressions in the accompaniment. The simplicity of the song‟s accompaniment
ensures that the piano is always in a supportive role to the voice. It also ensures that the
vocal line can be expressive sans unnecessary embellishments taking place.
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On Dat Great Day
Refrain:
On dat great day, on dat great day
Den a how we a go walk wid God, on that great day
Verse 1
Satan put on „im long white boot,
swear to kin „im a go ketch man soul.
But a how we a go walk wid God, on dat great day.
(Refrain)
Verse 2
Wat a weep-in, wail-in, nashin of teet,‟
An dem dat have no teet‟,
De gum gwine haffi talk.
Den a how we a go walk wid God, On dat great Day.
“On Dat Great Day” is a revival song which focuses on the happenings of
Judgment Day. An understanding of the text is very important as the singer will be
required to subtly use nuance in each verse. The refrain, “on dat great day” is quite
celebratory and should be sung with great proclamation. The composer in adhering to the
prosodic requirements of the Jamaican dialect uses syncopated rhythms in the vocal line.
This can be seen wherever the words “on dat great day” are sung, where; the second half
of beat 2 is stressed as seen in the paired measures 6-8 (Example 2).
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Example 2. “On Dat Great Day,” mm. 6-8

Similarly, the 8th notes in measure 14 which changes the meter of that measure follows
the normal speech patterns of patois. The last verse shows a variation in the first line

where, the syncopated rhythm changes from

to

.
In the former the second half of beat 2 was emphasized but this is replaced with the
emphasis occurring on the word „great.‟
The verses are to be sung at a slower tempo and in a quasi-parlando style to
convey the pensive questioning of the singer. The accompaniment which is usually more
involved during the refrain is reduced to provide chordal support when the verses are
sung. This allows the singer to treat the verses as a recitative.
Whereas the opening refrain and that which follows verse 2 are the same, the last
refrain however, is slightly different. The key of the song up to that point is F major, but
the last refrain now begins in the dominant key of B

major, which results in not only a
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tessitural change but certainly the melody being sung at higher pitch levels. This emphasizes the
heightened celebratory level present, as well as provides a good climax on the last B

. The

accompaniment has a march-like feel in the left hand, while the right hand has a
syncopated rhythmic pattern, with the 8th notes of beat 4 emphasized (Example 3).
Example 3. “On Dat Great Day,” mm. 37-54
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The octave doubling in the left hand at measures 46-51 is to emphasize the approach of
the climax.
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Mi Alone
Text
Mi alone Mi alone inna de wilderness
Mi alone mi alone inna de wilderness
Forty days and forty nights inna de wilderness
He was tempted by de devil inna de wilderness
He was tempted by de devil inna de wilderness
Forty days and forty nights inna de wilderness
Son of man son of man inna de wilderness
Son of man son of man inna de wilderness
Forty days and forty nights inna de willderness
Vocal Range: g#4 -g#5
Tessitura:

g#4 -g#5

Key :

E major
Although the text alludes to a purely Christian context, this song as mentioned by

Ivy Baxter is borne out of the Pukkumina or Revival group tradition.40 It is normally sung
by the shepherd and accompanied with hand clapping or humming by the congregation.
A detailed analysis of the text shows a very subtle transition from the suffering shepherd
to that of Jesus which occurs at verse 2, where the singer sings in the third person “He
was tempted by the devil inna de wilderness” instead of the first person as seen in the
first line of verse 1.
The composer uses the melody of the second half of the verse “forty days and
forty nights inna de wilderness” as the main thematic element in the introduction
(Example 4a). This is also used again in measures 51-54 at the song‟s closing, again,
reiterating the number of days that Christ was tempted (Example 4b).
40
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Example 4(a). “Mi Alone,” mm. 1-4

Example 4(b). “Mi Alone,” mm. 51-55

The singer should ensure that the text is effectively communicated. The first verse should
be sung in a relatively quiet voice since the singer at this point assumes the role of the
shepherd.
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Verse 2 should reflect the character change as the singer is now drawing parallels
of the shepherd‟s lament to that of Jesus‟ trials by the devil. The increase in intensity is
evident not only in the vocal line, but also in the accompaniment. Whereas minimum
chord support is apparent in the first verse, the accompaniment becomes more involved in
the second verse especially in the right hand. Additionally, the tempo change is noted by
con moto at measure 22. The third and final verse should be performed with wild
abandon. The modulation on a C chord or F major V65 chord to F major at measure 38
(Example 5) provides harmonic intensity that is new to the song. Additionally, the
upward shift in key by a semitone from E major to F major allows the vocal line to
assume a declamatory role.
Example 5. “Mi Alone,” mm. 36-39

The broad markings on the notes of the vocal line further indicate that this verse should
be sung dramatically. This is maintained through the climatic apex at measure 45 until
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the fermata at measure 47 (Example 6). The final eight measures should be sung in a
reflective state. The sustained C at measures 54-55 should be sung reticently (Example
4b).
Syncopated patterns tend to be on the words “inna di wilderness,” which
translates to “in the wilderness” in English. The tonic stress occurs on the second syllable
of the word “inna” although in spoken patois the word is pronounced [inɑ], from a
pedagogical standpoint it should be sung [ɪna] thus enabling the singer to maintain
proper pharyngeal space and consistent vowel definition.
At measure 45, it is very important that neither singer nor accompanist begin the
ritardando until after the word “man” and the 2nd chord are sung and played respectively
(Example 6).
Example 6. “Mi Alone,” mm. 44-47
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CHAPTER VI
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SONGS BY PETER ASHBOURNE

Fi Mi Love
Text:
Fi mi love have lion heart
Strong and everlasting only fi yu
Fi mi love will never die
Shining like the sunshine only fi yu.
If we part and never meet
Though we part and never meet
Fi mi love is like a king a reign
Strong and everlasting only fi yu.
Vocal Range: d4 – g5
Tessitura:

g4 – g5

Key:

C major

Tempo:

Moderato (M.M. quarter note = 105)

The text of the song is one of reassurance and affirmation. In Jamaican tradition,
it embodies the notion that the bonds of love and friendship when firmly established by
friends will remain intact in spite of a physical separation due to time and space. The
song establishes a mood of gentility and as such; the accompaniment is used only to
support the voice. The piano accompaniment imitates the exquisite lyricism of the vocal
line which moves in conjunct motion and avoids wide intervallic leaps.
This song is in a modified strophic form of A B A the lines “If we part and never
meet again, though we part and never meet again, fi mi love is like a king a reign”
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comprising the B section. The motif for “strong and everlasting only fi yu” is used in
fragmentation throughout the piece first in a sequential chromatic pattern in the prelude
in measures 1-6 and then as points for new material in various measures throughout the
composition (Example 7).
Example 7. “Fi Mi Love,” mm. 1-5

(Measure 6)
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The second half of the verse “only fi you” is used as a link between the verses and
the refrain. Additionally it serves as a recurring motif to reinforce the main thematic
element of the text, that the singer‟s love remains unchanged and will always be
eternally given. Also, because the song is so short, Ashbourne felt it was necessary to
find creative ways to extend the music to avoid it becoming monotonous. As he states
“by the time I got to this one [Fi mi love] I said to myself, „Jesus, how can I do this
without it sounding like another ordinary version?‟ This is a little bit of pushing the
envelope a little…using the original tune in fragments to do new things and keep the
interest alive.”41
Ashbourne uses the piano in a very supportive role here; it is always subservient
to the voice, never overshadowing it. The accompaniment imitates the rhythmic patterns
of the vocal line especially at the end of phrases and is especially poignant at measures 14
and 23 (Examples 8a and 8b).
Example 8(a). “Fi Mi Love,” mm. 11-15

41
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Example 8(b). “Fi Mi Love,” mm. 20-23

In the first verse, the accompaniment is kept very simple. Here, Ashbourne uses only the
root of each chord to establish a sense of tonality as the music moves from a IV chord in
measure 10 to the I chord measure 14. The character of the accompaniment changes and
a stronger presence is felt at measures 42-45. At this point the accompaniment establishes
a declamatory feel simulating the lion‟s roar in the bass, while the singer reiterates
passionately that his love has the strength of a lion by way of a rapidly ascending vocal
line. The dynamic markings also suggest a heightened state of excitement starting with a
p and mp in the accompaniment and voice respectively, moving through a crescendo to
forte in both parts (Example 9).
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Example 9. “Fi Mi Love,” mm. 40-47

At measure 46 the chromatic progression of parallel 9th chords are reminiscent of a
Debussian approach to tonality.
The piano interludes are also places of interest that depict the composer‟s
creativity. He uses fragments of the melody to link stanzas together as well as
establishing a change of mood; this can be seen at measures 32-41. The tonality at
measures 32-33 is centered around D major as seen by the suspension of that tone
throughout the G major arppeggiation. A change occurs at measure 36 where bitonality is
evident. The right hand is playing the notes of the diatonic scale E major – E, F#, G#, A, B
while the left hand is playing the D major diatonic scale of D, E F#, G, A B, C#. Here,
Ashbourne possibly was alluding to a change of mood at this point. All sense of a tonal
center is further diminished by the presence of quartal chords at measures 38-39. The
short interlude at measures 52-53, shows a similar trend of using quartal chords to
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obscure the tonal center, thus effectively changing the atmosphere of the song (Example
10).
Example 10. “Fi Mi Love,” mm. 36-39 & 52-55
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Liza
Text:
Ev‟ry time me ‟memba Liza, water come a mi eye.
When mi memba mi nice gal Liza, water come a mi eye.
Oh come back Liza, come back gal,water come a mi eye.
When mi look upon Sarah daughter, when mi look upon Vie
And mi memba mi nice gal Liza, water come a mi eye.
Come back Liza, come back gal. Dry the cry from mi eye.
Come back Liza come back gal, water come a mi eye.
Vocal Range e flat4 – g5
Tessitura

b flat4 – g5

Key

E flat major

Tempo

Slowly and expressively
This song‟s text is embodied with an overwhelming sense of sadness and loss.

Liza is gone and more than likely, she has died; and the singer mourning her death is now
in a lachrymose state. There is a haunting and a hollowness that can be heard in the
words “Come back Liza, come back gal, water come a mi eye” which the music draws on
throughout this piece.
The song is in a modified strophic form with the vocal line starting a perfect
fourth higher in the second stanza. Perhaps, Ashbourne at this point wanted to depict the
lamentations of the singer on the words “when mi look upon Sara‟s daughter, when mi
look upon Vie, and mi memba mi nice gal Liza, water come a mi eye;” again being
reminded that his own child is gone. Additionally, higher pitch levels are indicative of
the unsettled nature of the singer.
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A characteristic of Ashbourne‟s vocal compositions is that the preludes of his
songs usually contain fragments of the melody. This song has that trait where, the piano
introduces the vocal line in the first three measures. This can be seen in Example 11 at
the end of the paragraph where there is a descending chromatic line in the bass which
begins on the second beat of measure 2 and continues through to measure 5. This
chromatic descent is used to augment the extreme sadness that has encapsulated the
singer (Example 11).
Example 11. “Liza,” mm. 1-5

Ashbourne adheres strongly to the prosodic requirements of the Jamaican patois
which is evident where the stresses are placed on the words. Tied 8th notes, as can be seen
at measure 8 on the word “come,” or at measure 10 on the word “memba,” or, an 8th
note tied to a dotted quarter note on the word “time” in measure 6 are important as he is
imitating normal speech patterns in patois (Example 12).
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Example 12. “Liza,” mm. 6-13

This is even more evident in the refrain “come back, Liza, come back gal” where the
words underlined are the ones requiring the stress and Ashbourne notates them with a
long-short, long-short, short-long-long pattern. The song‟s refrain at measures 15-16 is
typical of this rhythmic motif (Example 13).
Example 13. “Liza,” mm. 14-17
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Evidence of word painting can be seen where the composer uses modally- borrowed
chords to add depth and color to the word “water” which in this case are the singer‟s
tears. This can be seen at measure 12 (refer to Example 12) where he inserts a (ii043)
chord and at measure 31 (Example 14) where he uses a (v7) chord in lieu of the usual
dominant seventh (V7) chord.
Example 14. “Liza,” mm. 30-33
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Long Time Gal
Text:
Dis long time gal mi neva si yuh, come mek mi hol‟ you han‟
Peel head john crow siddung pon di tree top,
Pick off di blossom, Mek mi hol‟ you han,‟ gal mek mi hol‟ you han‟.
Dis long time gal mi neva si yuh, come mek mi walk an talk.
Peel head john crow siddung pan di tree top,
Pick off di blossom, mek mi walk an talk gal, mek mi walk an talk.
Mek wi wheel an tun till wi tumble dung, mek mi hol‟ yuh han‟ gal,
Mek wi wheel an tun till wi tumble dung, mek mi hol‟ yuh han‟ gal.

Vocal range: e4-g#5
Tessitura:

g#4- g#5

Key:

C major (no accidentals present) but tonality meanders to G major

Tempo:

Quarter note = 100

When one reads this text, it is possible to deduce a festive atmosphere that is full
of merriment and gaiety throughout. This song addresses friends reacquainting
themselves and enjoying the pleasures of their company. Due to this festive atmosphere,
the singer will discover greater ease in vocal delivery by treating the song as one would a
recitative and not by trying to “sing” it. This is a difficult task to accomplish as the main
objectives of good singing should not be compromised, however, this is more a character
piece as it describes a scene and as such relies more on the spoken word as against vocal
lyricism.
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The singer will therefore find the greatest challenge to be the mastery of the
dialect as broader vowels-a pre-requisite in speaking Jamaican patois-are required, more
so than what is used in classical singing. Great care should be taken not to have overly
tall vowels as that would be misinterpreted as a formal singing approach or style.
Therefore broader vowels should be encouraged, although, without compromising proper
tonal placement and vowel formation.
The composer ensures that the vocal line adheres to the prosodic requirements of
the text. This results in a plethora of syncopated rhythms occurring by emphasizing
unstressed or secondary beats. For instance, phrases that end on the words “see yu”
places the tonic stress on the last beat instead of the first, an example of this can be seen
at measures 3-4. On the words “come mek me hol‟ you han‟” the emphasis would be
placed on the word “come” in traditional English, however, in patois it is placed on the
verb itself “mek” meaning “to allow or to let.” The composer accomplishes this by using
a 16th note followed by an 8th note followed by another 16th note rhythm which is seen
throughout the piece, the first evidence of this is at measure 3 (Example 15).
Example 15. “Long Time Gal,” mm. 3-4
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Similarly, the secondary syllable of the word “blossom” is stressed and the composer has
an accent mark on that syllable every time the word is sung. This can be seen each time
it appears at measures 8, 16, and 34. Example 16 is taken from measure 8:
Example 16. “Long Time Gal,” mm. 7-8

A singer not accustomed to Jamaican dialect may find it difficult to emphasize secondary
stressed syllables. A good strategy to overcome this is by first speaking the words
correctly in rhythm and in strict tempo to establish fluency of both the vocal line and the
complicated rhythmic patterns.
The festive atmosphere is first introduced in the first nine measures of the song‟s
accompaniment. Interestingly, the composer uses a minimalist approach to camouflage
tonality in the first two measures as the right hand plays a set of 16th notes that are not
centered on C major, the song‟s key. Instead the f sharp suggests that he is using the
Lydian mode at this point. This creates an ostinato effect which obscures any sense of
tonality until the vocal entry on the last beat of measure 2 (Example 17). The composer
alludes to this fact by saying “It was deliberate. I got an idea to try a minimalist approach,
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at least in the beginning, that is how it came about. You choose the notes carefully; it
took me a while to get the notes right but it works.” 42
Example 17. “Long Time Gal,” mm. 1-2

Because this song is a character piece, the piano is more involved than in some of the
composer‟s slower, more lyrical songs. Often, the left hand in the bass has unusual
syncopated rhythms that contrast with the vocal line as they are played on the offbeat.
The composer makes this clear to both accompanist and singer alike by the accent marks
on those notes in the bass. An example of this (see Example 18) can be seen at mm. 11
where the tied notes in the left hand are accented on the offbeat and gives rhythmic
variety to the vocal line.

42

Ashbourne Interview, 7 January 2009.
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Example 18. “Long Time Gal,” mm. 11-12

Another area of interest occurs before the first modulation where a sequential interplay
between voice and piano occurs at measures 19-20; here the accompaniment moves
chromatically at measure 19 and this is repeated a minor 3rd higher at measure 20
(Example 19).
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Example 19. “Long Time Gal,” mm. 19-26
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The composer incorporates syncopated hand clapping rhythms to echo the same
rhythmic motif found in the accompaniment. This not only adds variety to the song as it
is unexpected but also gives an air of merriment to the piece that is not introduced so far.
This first occurs at measure 31 and again in the final measure 48 where the
accompaniment is echoed with hand clapping which leads to a very unusual yet
interesting climax. Examples 20(a) and 20(b) outlines measures 31-32 and 48
respectively:
Example 20(a). “Long Time Gal,” mm. 31-32
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Example 20 (b). “Long Time Gal,” mm. 47-48
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Banyan Tree
Text:
Moonshine tonight, come mek we dance and sing
Moonshine tonight, come mek we dance and sing
Mi da rock so, me da rock so under Banyan tree
Ladies mek curtsy, gentleman mek bow
Ladies mek courtsy, gentleman mek bow
Mi da rock so, me da rock so under Banyan tree
Den we join hands and dance around and round
Den we join hands and dance around and round
Mi da rock so, yuh da rock so under Banyan tree
Vocal range: d4 – g5
Tessitura:

f#4 – f#5

Key:

D major

Tempo:

Quarter note = 93

This song‟s text is based on a social commentary of a festive gathering taking
place under a Banyan tree. The Banyan tree has Asian and West African origins and
figures greatly in this song as a central meeting place for social gatherings.
Typical of his songs that focuses on social happenings; the piano introduction sets
the overall atmosphere that pervades throughout this composition. Here in the
introduction at mm 1-5 the left hand has the European Waltz rhythm which is repeated
for the first 53 measures. These five measures tend to be quite celebratory. The
ascending pitches in the right hand at measures 5-6 followed by the ascent of the
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borrowed chords climaxing with a pregnant silence at measure 8 only serves to underline
the impending excitement of the dance which is to come as depicted in Example 21.
Example 21. “Banyan Tree,” mm. 1-16

The first two verses are set in standard triple meter and are void of any
syncopation. The words at this point although written in patois follow British English
speech patterns. These verses should be sung in a very formal classical style. Vowels
should not be modified as would be required when speaking or singing in the vernacular.
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The big contrast occurs at measure 54 with the changes in meter and tempo (as
noted by the composer) and also with the introduction of syncopated rhythms that are
first heard in the piano and then heard in the voice where the speech pattern changes to
imitate the Jamaican dialect. At this point, the 4th beat becomes the stressed beat in the
accompaniment, replacing the oom pah pah waltz rhythm that was previously there. This
rhythmic change is very subtly done and alludes to a type of Jamaican dance known as
mento (Example 22). According to Olive Lewin:
Mento is the music of Jamaica. It is Jamaica‟s indigenous dance, song, and
instrumental style. The music is relatively slow, in quadruple time, and its most
characteristic feature is the accent in or on the last beat of each bar.43

43

Lewin, Rock it Come Over, 103.
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Example 22. “Banyan Tree,” mm. 49-61

Additionally, the vocal line in the last verse and refrain “me da rock so, you da rock so”
now imitates the speech of Jamaican patois in terms of rhythm and stress. When a
contrast is made between the chorus for verses 1 and 2 and that for verse 3, one clearly
sees differences in rhythm as it pertains to speech and piano accompaniment. Examples
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23(a) and 23(b) compares the chorus of verse two from measures 39-46 with measures
66-69 of verse three respectively.
Example 23(a). “Banyan Tree,” mm. 39-48
Chorus from verse 2
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Example 23(b). “Banyan Tree,” mm. 66-71
Chorus from verse 3

From an interpretative view, since the composer has introduced folk elements in
the third verse it then behooves the singer to follow suit. A stronger Jamaican accent at
this point would be effective in enhancing the song‟s aesthetics. A return to the Western
style is preceded by a grand arppeggiated V7 chord at the half cadence at measure 93
(Example 24). The coda at measures 94-97 uses the rhythms and meter of the traditional
waltz style seen in the first two verses (Example 25).
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Example 24. “Banyan Tree,” mm. 91-93

Example 25. “Banyan Tree,” mm. 94-97
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Nobody‟s Business (but my own)
Text:
Solomon granpa gawn a Ecuador, lef‟ him wife an pickney out a door
Nobody‟s business but him own.
Solomon granma swear she naw go beg, tief weh all bra‟ Sammy fowl an egg
Nobody‟s business but she own.
Chorus:
Nobody‟s business, business, nobody‟s business business, nobody‟s business but me
own.
Nobody‟s business, business, nobody‟s business business, nobody‟s business but me
own.
If ah married to a Nayga gal, An‟ ah lef her for a Chiney one
Nobody‟s business but me own
If me even old like Taggoram, An‟ me wan‟ fe pose as twenty one
Nobody‟s business but me own
Chorus:
Nobody‟s business, business, nobody‟s business business, nobody‟s business but me
own.
Nobody‟s business, business, nobody‟s business business, nobody‟s business but me
own.
Form

Strophic

Vocal range: d4- A flat5
Tessitura:

d4-d5

Key:

G major

Tempo:

Quarter note = 108, bright and moderately fast

This is another song that deals with social commentary. It is filled with humor, jest and
mischief and should be sung with wild abandon. The piano introduction (Example 26) in
measures 1-3 has fragments of the vocal melody and rhythm. Here, the song‟s melody is
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played in octaves possibly to hint at the comedic nature. The main emphasis in the song
is the vocal line. It should have a parlando style about it which requires the singer to
approach it more like a recitative and not like a traditional art song. All aspects of
classical singing should be limited to enable the natural beauty of the words to be heard.
Example 26. “Nobody‟s Business,” mm. 1-3

Where the accompaniment is concerned, the piano‟s role is two-fold. First it
serves as a support to the voice when the verses are being sung; this can be seen by the
scarcity of chord usage at measures 4-5 (Example 27a) and 8-9 (Example 27b).
Example 27(a). “Nobody‟s Business,” mm. 4-5
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Example 27(b).“Nobody‟s Business,” mm. 8-9

Second, the piano accompaniment becomes more involved and character like at the
chorus. The appoggiaturas on the words “Equador” and “outa door” can be likened to a
gesture of astonishment or surprise that one gives when gossip is relayed. Similarly the
chromatic move in measure 8 on the third beat in both hands could be likened to the
Grandmother‟s quipping about her domestic scenario.
At the chorus, the piano assumes the mischievous character of the narrator.
Ashbourne accomplishes this with the syncopated 8th notes in the right hand which enters
on the second half of each beat. The notes in the left hand are played on the first 8th note
of each beat which results in the right hand‟s always entering on the second subdivision
of each beat. This results in a dance rhythm that is not only very complex but also
interwoven with the vocal line, Example 28 illustrates same.
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Example 28. “Nobody‟s Business,” mm. 12-18

There is a coda which commences on the third beat at measure 27 where the piano
doubles the voice on the word “business” for emphasis (Example 29). The chord clusters
in measure 29 on beats 2 and 3 serves to reiterate the singer‟s uttering.
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The last set of words is notated by small crossings in lieu of 8th notes which suggest that
the singer can actually speak them in a declamatory style. This of course is optional and
is left to the singer‟s own personal taste.
Example 29. “Nobody‟s Business,” mm. 27-31
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CHAPTER VII
WHO ARE WE AND WHY ARE WE HERE?
On August 6, 2010, Jamaica will celebrate forty eight years of independence from
Great Britain. Independence was an agent for catalytic change which whetted the
appetites of the culturally curious who were desirous of answering the question “Who are
we and why are we here?” This pursuit necessitated the alteration of the long-held
misconceptions and insecurities that Jamaicans held of their African heritage, and in so
doing, changed their negative impressions of folk forms as had been represented in art,
literature, drama and music. Whereas citizens of colonial Jamaica considered the
European culture and music a higher expression of art that should be emulated;
contemporary Jamaicans now view their African ancestry with dignity and pride. The
European lifestyle is no longer considered superior to the Afro-Jamaican memes.
Jamaicans are now more willing to embrace their African traditions and ideals, and
presently, an interesting amalgamation between both cultures exists. This unique cultural
blend is an indication that Jamaica has effectively transitioned from a colonial to a postcolonial paradigm that has resulted in cultural parity where neither culture is superior nor
inferior to each other.
Where Jamaican folk songs are concerned, their function and purpose has
changed as well. During slavery they served a multiplicity of roles. For instance, work
songs, served an illusory role, for they gave the impression that the menial tasks were less
burdensome when the slaves sang as they worked. Other songs had coded messages in
them that announced clandestine meetings and other activities. Still yet, some songs were
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of a spiritual nature, and were present in African religions such as Kumina, and
Pocamania, as well as in Revival - an act of Christian worship. Essential to their
functionality was the Jamaican dialect or Patois; which is an amalgamation of English
and African languages. In modern Jamaica, there exists a unique blend of British and
African traditions. Although English is the official language as a matter of formality,
patois is often heard in informal conversation, and is used interchangeably with its
standardized counterpart.
In crafting a new cultural identity, successive Jamaican governments have played
an integral role in the establishment of governmental institutions that are geared towards
the preservation and integration of Jamaican art forms in society. Of note were the
creation of the Jamaican Schools of Art, Dance, Drama and Music, which now constitutes
the Edna Manley College for the Visual and Performing Arts. And equally significant
was the establishment of the Folk Music Research Unit at the Jamaica School of Music
that was borne out of this process. Then, its main goal was recording Jamaican folk music
for preservation purposes since that genre belonged mostly to the oral tradition. Today,
that research unit has proved an invaluable resource for musicians and scholars in
ethnomusicology.
Along with government policies, the pioneering efforts of musicians and music
groups performing folk music both locally and globally assisted in removing the local
stigma that Jamaica‟s African heritage was primitive and unworthy. Musicians such as
Olive Lewin, The Frats Quintet and the Jamaican Folk Singers paved the way for the
formation of later music groups like the Carifolk Singers and the University Singers; who
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have continued the trend of promoting Jamaican music both domestically and
internationally. This continued exposure has resulted in further transitions taking place,
especially in the classical arena where classically trained musicians have started to
compose and arrange folk songs for the recital stage. These are evident in the works of
Messrs Noel Dexter and Peter Ashbourne.
Both composers incorporate the piano as the main accompanying instrument in
their pieces. Mr. Ashbourne‟s compositions however, reveal his penchant for greater
involvement of that instrument, especially in his character songs such as Nobody’s
Business, Banyan Tree and Dis Long Time Gal, where it becomes an interpretive partner
to the voice. By comparison, the piano in Mr. Dexter‟s songs serves a subordinate role to
the vocal line. These contrasting accompanying styles are also indicative of the categories
in which each composer has placed his compositions. Mr. Dexter considers his songs as
arrangements of existing folk melodies and because of this believes that they are not
original pieces per se and are therefore folk arrangements. For him, the melody is of
paramount importance and he believes that the piano and harmonic material should
enhance the original folk tune. By comparison, Mr. Ashbourne views his compositions as
art songs, where, he uses the existing folk tune as compositional material for his songs.
Whereas Noel Dexter favors a simple chordal harmonic progression; Peter Ashbourne‟s
songs show his preference toward a complex harmonic structure and modern tonalities.
Both composers adhere to the prosodic requirements of the songs‟ text by favoring
syncopated rhythmic patterns in the vocal line whenever it was required. Additionally,
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sacrosanct to Ashbourne‟s character songs is the Jamaican mento rhythmic pattern which
he incorporates in Banyan Tree, Nobody’s Business and Long Time Gal.
It is the hope of this writer that this research will enable a better understanding
and appreciation of Jamaican folk songs and folk music in general. Additionally, the
analysis of these songs via culture, linguistics, prosody, diction, and their historical
context should serve as a performance guide for singers and musicians. This research
supports the charge issued by the late Prof. Rex Nettleford, Vice-Chancellor Emeritus of
The University of the West Indies, on the development of Jamaican music in the modern
age:
Music, in the sense of art-music ingrained in Eurocentric impulses, must continue
to liberate itself from the prejudices of ages….It is a challenge for the common
approach to music to liberate itself from the misperceptions of ages. We need to
ask ourselves why the violin should be superior to the steelpan or the drum. Music
teachers must find new ways of teaching music; composers should be more
adventurous. And none of this means closing our windows to the world. Rather, it
means reaching out to join in the now universal search for new definitions, new
forms, new statements about the real world and mankind. We will be better able
to get our own creative potential in perspective and stop lauding mediocrity which
is foreign and taking for granted the excellences that indigenous effort can
produce. Such have been the challenges in Independence!44

44

Nettleford, “Cultural Action in Independence,” 322.
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APPENDIX A
RECITAL PROGRAMS
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APPENDIX B
LETTERS OF PERMISSION
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Peter Ashbourne

<ashes@cwjamaica.com>

from
sender- Sent at 8:42 PM (GMT-05:00). Current time there:
time10:05 PM. ✆
to byrongjohnson@gmail.com

hide details 8:42 PM
(1 hour ago)

date Sun, Oct 31, 2010 at 8:42 PM
subject FW: clearance
mailed- cwjamaica.com
by
10.10.31
12 Devon Close
Kingston 10
Jamaica W.I.
Byron Johnson
118 College Drive #5632
Hattiesburg
MS39406
Dear Byron,
This letter serves to authorize your use of selected compositions by Peter
Ashbourne for the purposes of analysis and performance in your doctoral
dissertation. The selected works are as follows:
Nobody’s Business
Liza (Wata Come a Me Eye)
Long Time Gal
Fi Mi Love (have Lion Heart)
Banyan Tree
Regards,
Peter Ashbourne
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